In this paper, we investigate the power of randomness to save a query to an NP-complete set. We show that the PsATll[k] 5: -complete language randomly reduces to a language in PSATll[k-l] with a one-sided error probabdity of l/[k/2) OT a two-sided evor probability of l / ( k 4-1). We prove that these probability bounds are tight unless PH collapses. We also obtain tight performance bounds on several randomized reductions between classes in the Boolean Hierarchy. These bounds provide probability thresholds for completeness under randomized reductions in these classes. Using these thresholds we prove hardness properties for some languages in the Boolean Hierarchy which are not known to be 2; -complete. Finally, we show that randomness is far less eflective in saving a query in bounded query function computations.
Introduction
Randomness is a useful computational resource due to its ability to enhance the capabilities of other resources. Its interaction with resources such as time, space, interaction with provers and its role in several other areas of complexity theory has been studied extensively. In this paper we examine how randomness interacts with another well studied computational resource -the number of queries allowed to an oracle.
Treating the number of queries to SAT as a computational resource gained acceptance with Krentel's work [16] on NP Optimization problems. It is well known that there is a wide variation in the complexity of typical NP Optimization problems although their decision versions have the same complexity. Krentel was able to explain these differences by characterizing the complexity of optimization problems by the num- ber of SAT-queries required to compute the optimal solution.
Often, one is only interested in finding out whether the optimal solution satisfies some predicate. In complexity theoretic terms, recognizing these languages should be easier than computing the optimal solution. The complexity of such languages was first investigated by Cai, Hemachandra [ll] and Wagner [20]. Wagner extended Krentel's approach to these languages by characterizing their complexity by the number of SAT-queries required to evaluate the predicate. This also generalized the work of Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [17] who defined the class DP while studying the complexity of the facets of the TSP polytope. DP is the class of languages expressible as a difference of two NP languages and a canonical example of a language in DP is { ( I , IC) 1 P(1, k) } where I is an instance of some N P Optimization problem and P ( I , k) is the simple predicate Optimum(1) = k .
An example of a language based on a more complex predicate is CLIQUE(5) defined as follows: Given a graph G and five integers a1 , . . . , as, is it the case that the size of the largest clique in G is one of the ai's ?
Assuming NP # CO-NP, CLIQUE(5) cannot be in NP although it is related to the N P Optimization problem MAXCLIQUE. Since the predicate P(G, k) = "maxclique in G has size exactly k" is DP-complete and CLIQUE(5) is based on five instances of this predicate, one would expect it to be more complex than the DP-complete languages.
The complexity of languages such as CLIQUE (5) can be characterized by the number of nonadaptive queries to SAT required to recognize them ( 10 will suffice in this case). Another closely related way of measuring the complexity of such languages is to see how they can be expressed as a set theoretic combination of a minimum number of NP languages (CLIQUE (5) is a nested difference of 10 N P languages). The formulation based on the number of queries gives rise the Bounded Query Hierarchy and the formulation based on set theoretic operations gives rise to the Boolean Hierarchy [lo] .
Subsequently, the robustness of these two complexity measures was investigated by many researchers [16, 15, 5, 7, 11. Research was also conducted on how the usefulness of bounded queries as a resource was affected by the complexity of the oracle itself. [2,6,14, 5,12, 11. Of particular significance are results that state that, for all constants k, under usual complexity theoretic assumptions, Ic nonadaptive (adaptive) queries to SAT are more powerful than k -1 nonadaptive (adaptive) queries [16, 151. For instance, these results imply that CLIQUE (5) is not in PsAT11[91, unless PH collapses. In light of these separation results, it is natural to ask whether randomization can be used to bridge these gaps and if so, to what extent. This question was first examined in [13] where nontrivial upper and lower bounds were provided on the error probability of randomized reductions from harder languages in the Boolean and Query Hierarchies to simpler ones. However there was a large gap between these bounds. For instance, the lower bound on the error in reducing languages in PSATll[k] to languages in PsATll[k-l] was roughly l/ezp(k) whereas the upper bound was roughly l/hear(Ic).
We extend this work by proving tight bounds on several randomized reductions in the Boolean and Bounded Query classes. Any language in PsATIl[k] randomly reduces to a language in PsATll[k-l] with onesided error probability of 1/ rk/21. If two-sided error is allowed then we show that the error probability can be reduced to l / ( k + 1). We prove that it is not possible to reduce these error probabilities even by l/poZy, unless P H collapses. Note that as Ic increases, the error bound decreases, thus giving a precise mathematical justification to our intuition that, for language recognition, the value of an additional nonadaptive query decreases as the number of queries increase. It was not possible to formalize this intuition without randomness because the deterministic result states that
Thus, CLIQUE(5) can be recognized with a twosided error probability of only 1/11, using randomness and 9 nonadaptive queries to SAT. The randomized computation of CLIQUE (5) in PsATII[gl is simple and elegant and it is surprising that more complex computations can't decrease the error significantly, unless P H collapses.
Our proof techniques exploit the rich structure within the Boolean and Query Hierarchies and rely on the important observation that it is possible to convert arbitrary randomized reductions between classes in the Boolean Hierarchy into reductions which have very nice structural properties.
Our bounds also establish sharp probability thresholds above which languages complete under randomized reductions in these hierarchies inherit most of the hardness properties of the 5; -complete languages.
As a consequence we can show that several languages in the Boolean hierarchy which are not 2; -complete in certain relativized worlds, nevertheless, behave almost like the 5; -complete languages.
Finally, we explore the relationship between randomization and functions computable using bounded queries to SAT. For any function h(n) = O(logn), we show that there is a function f computable using h(n) nonadaptive queries to SAT, which cannot be computed correctly with probability 1/2 + l/poly by any randomized machine which makes less than h(n) adaptive queries to any oracle, unless PH collapses.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the necessary definitions and also provide some background on the properties of the Boolean and Query Hierarchies. In Section 3.1, we show how randomization can be used to reduce harder languages in the Boolean and Query Hierarchies to simpler ones. In Section 3.2 we illustrate how one proves that the error bounds obtained in Section 3.1 are almost optimal by means of an example; a proof sketch for the general case appears in the Appendix. Section 4 deals with probability thresholds and completeness under randomized reductions and in Section 5 we present results about randomization and bounded query function classes.
Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with the classes NP, CO-NP, the NP-complete set SAT, the Polynomial time Hierarchy (PH) and the usual probabilistic and nonuniform classes.
Notation Let (0, l}n denote the set of n-bit strings.
For any set A, let A=" denote the set of n-bit strings in A. Let rj denote j t h projection function, and r(id) denote the function that selects the ith through j t h elements of a Ic-tuple. For example, rj((z1, ... , z k ) ) = z j and r(i,j)((zl,-..,zk}) = (xi,-.* ,xi).
We now define the Bounded Query Hierarchy. In this paper, we deal with the finer query hierarchy based on nonadaptive queries; the k'th level of the query hierarchy based on adaptive queries being exactly PsATll[2L-1] [5] . Results about Bounded Query classes often rely on the structural properties of the closely related Boolean Hierarchy [lo] which is a natural generalization of the class DP. We now define this hierarchy. Let L1, . . . , L, denote arbitrary languages.
Definition
Define the operator C as
Definition We write BH(k) and CO-BH(k) for the kth levels of the Boolean hierarchy, defined as:
Thus BH(1) corresponds to NP and BH(2) corresponds to DP. A prominent member of DP is is the set of uniquely satisfiable boolean formulas (US AT).
Every level of the Boolean Hierarchy has complete languages including languages based on important NP Optimization problems [lo] . For example, the language CLIQUE(5) defined earlier is complete for BH(10). From the definition of the classes BH(k) and CO-BH(k) it follows that the following languages are complete for the respective levels of the Boolean Hierarchy:
Definition We write BLk for the canonical complete language for BH(k) and co-BLk for the complete language for CO-BH(k):
and (21,. . . ,Qk) E CO-BLzk } Figure 1 : The structure of the Boolean and Query Hierarchies
As shown in Figure 1 the Bounded Query Hierarchy is intertwined with the Boolean Hierarchy [5] . In fact,
These hierarchies are infinite unless unless PH collapses [15] . A beautiful result due to Beige1 [5] shows that the 5;-complete language for PsATll[leI is just the tagged union of the canonical <:-complete languages of the ICth level of the Boolean Hierarchy, i.e., BLI, and CO-BLk. We shall call the canonical PSATll [k] 5: -complete language BLI, @ CO-BLk.
Since NP and CO-NP are closed under boolean ANDs and ORs, one can prove the following interesting fact about languages in the Boolean Hierarchy over NP sets [lo] .
Fact 1 In the definition of the class BH(k) we can also assume that the NP languages L1,. . . , Lk are such
An interesting consequences of Fact 1 is:
Fact 2 Let L be any language in BH(k). Then L
5; -reduces to BLk via a reduction h which has the
following property: For all qi, (2 5 i 5 k)
One such h can be obtained by observing that L = C(L1,. . . , Lk), where L1,. . . , Lk are NP lan-
is the boolean formula obtained by applying Cook's reduction to the x E L;? question.
We now define random reductions between sets. 
where z is chosen uniformly at random from (0, 1}q(lz1), for some polynomial q. Definition We say that A<;--'P B with probability 6, if 2 5% B with probability 6.
Definition A 52P B with probability 6, if there exists a polynomial time function f such that
where z is chosen uniformly at random from (0, l}'J(lzl), for some polynomial q and S > 1/2.
Randomization and Bounded Query Languages
We now examine the power and limitation of randomization in reducing harder languages in the Query and Boolean Hierarchies to simpler ones. The results presented in the figures provide tight performance bounds for random reductions between classes which are close to each other. These results can also be used to derive upper and lower bounds on the success probabilities of random reductions between classes which are further apart. More work needs to be done in order to obtain tight bounds in such cases.
Almost Optimal Randomized Reductions
First we show that randomized reductions can reduce harder languages to simpler ones with the probabilities shown in Figures 2 and 3 . The 5% -reductions are simpler than the &PP -reductions but their success probabilities are lower.
Lemmas 1 and 2 can be used to derive all the 5% -reductions in Figure 2 . The basic idea behind these reductions is t o express the harder language as a union o f t sets such that excluding any one of these sets from the union gives rise to a simpler language. Then by randomly excluding one of the sets from the union we pSAT 11 [ 2k--11 Lemma 1 [13] For any k 2 2, BLzk I',p BL2k-2 with
Proof For all k, it is known that a language L E BH(2k) if and only if it can be expressed as a union of k DP sets [lo] . If we omit one of the k DP sets in the union, we will be left with a language in BH(2k -2)
which 5: -reduces to the complete language BL2k-2.
We can therefore reduce BL2k to BL2k-2 by randomly omitting one of the k DP sets from the union. This type of reduction has a one-sided error of up to l/k. 
Proof For all k 2 1, it is known that a language L E CO-BH(2k) if and only if it can be expressed as a union of k -1 DP sets, an NP set and a CO-NP set [lo] . Omitting one of these k + 1 sets from the union results in either a language in CO-BH(2k -2) (a DP set is omitted) or a language in BH(2k -1) (the CO-NP set is omitted) or a language in CO-BH(2k -1) (the NP set is omitted). In all cases, the language will be in PSATIl[2k-1]. We can therefore reduce co-BLzk to BL2k-1 @ CO-BL2k-1 by randomly omitting one of the k + 1 sets from the union. This type of reduction has a one-sided error of up to l/(k + 1).
0
Example: Note that CLIQUE (5) is co-BH(10)-complete. Assuming that the integers a l , . . . , a5 are in increasing order, it is easy to see that CLIQUE (5) is the union of 4 DP sets ([ ai < Maxcliquesize(G)
Lemma 2, CLIQUE(5) can be recognized using randomness and only 9 nonadaptive queries SAT with one-sided error of 1/6.
Some reductions from PSAT11[2k] are based on the fact that the language BLzk @ co-BL2k is complete for that class [5] . In that case, the reduction would be based on both lemmas. Randomized reductions with two-sided error ( 5 z P -reductions) are better at reducing harder languages to simpler ones because they are less constrained. The following lemma along with structural properties of the classes can be used to derive the I , bpp -reductions in Figure 2 .
Lemma 3 BLk $ ' P BLk-l@ co-BLk-1 with proba-
ProoE Let A denote the language BLk and let B denote BLk-1 cT3 CO-BLk-1 The analysis for odd k and even k is slightly different and we will only deal with the even case. The same ideas are applicable to the odd case.
Case 1: k is even: Let k = 2t. Then by Lemma 1 we know that A 5% B via a reduction RI with probability 1 -l/t. Also by Lemma 2 we know that 2 52 B with probability 1 -1/ t + 1) via a reduction R2. Since, this also means that 2 5 % B, i.e., A Ig-'P B with probability 1 -l / ( t + 1) via some reduction R3.
Now the SzP -reduction R from A to B will work as follows: On input x, with probability t/(2t + l), R uses the reduction R1 on x and with the remaining
Analysis: If x E A then the R can make an error only when it chooses to use RI. If it chooses RI, then it will err with probability at most l/t. So the probability of error is at most t/(2t+ 1) x l / t = 1/(2t+ 1). If x e A, then R can only make an error if it chooses to use R3. So the error probability is at most (t + 1)/(2t + 1) x l / ( t + 1) = 1/(2t + 1). Thus R is a probability
the class PSATll[k-l r is closed under complementation, Case 2 k is odd: Similar to Case 1, details omitted.
Example: Consider the language CLIQUE(5) which is a union of 5 DP sets. We can obtain five simpler languages by removing a set from this union. We can form six more simpler languages by "adding" to CLIQUE(5) one of the six sets whose union constitutes CLIQUE(5). The I k P P -reduction from CLIQUE (5) to a language in PsATII[gl would be to randomly choose one of these eleven languages.
Proofs of Optimality
We now prove that the reductions presented earlier are almost optimal. By almost optimal we mean that there cannot exist reductions whose correctness probability is better by l/poly, unless the PH collapses. Minor variants of the same technique and the relationships between the various classes can be used to to derive all the bounds in Figures 2 and 3 . The proofs for the general cases are quite tedious and a proof sketch is provided in the Appendix. In this section we illustrate the main ideas behind these proofs by means of an example.
In order to establish that the probability 2/3 5% -reduction from the PSATIl [5] -complete language to a language in ~~~~1 1 [~1 is almost optimal, it suffices to prove that the probability 2/3 5% -reduction from BL5 to CO-BL5 is almost optimal. The following theorem asserts that this is the case.
Theorem 4
Let L be any language in CO-BH(5). If BL5 52 L with probability 2/3 + l/p(n), for some polynomial p , then the P H collapses to E : .
We need some definitions and lemmas before we can prove this theorem. Note that the hypothesis of Theorem 4 implies that there ezists a probability 2/3 + l/p(n) 5% -reduction from BL5 to CO-BL5. Arbitrary <%-reductions from BL5 to CO-BL5 are difficult to work with because they may lack structure.
However, we can establish that if there is some 2% -reduction to CO-BL5 then there is a <%-reduction which has very nice structural properties. We call such reductions nested 5% -reductions. In general we define such reductions as follows:
Definition Let h be a 52 -reduction from some language A to BLe (Co-BLe) for some C. We say that h is a nested 5% -reduction from A to BLe (Co-BLe, 
E SAT
The following lemma based on Fact 2 allows us to work with the much nicer nested 5% -reductions instead of arbitrary <% -reductions.
Lemma 5 Let A be any set and let L be an arbitrary language in BH(L) (CO-BH(C)). If A<% L with probability 6, then there exists a nested 5% -reduction h such that A 2% BLe ( A 2% Co-BLe, respectively) via h with probability 6.
Thus, if the hypothesis of Theorem 4 is true, then there exists a probability 2/3 + l/p(n) nested 2% reduction from BL5 to CO-BL5.
Notation Henceforth we will refer to this nested reduction from BL5 to CO-BL5 as h. 
The reason for using nested reductions is that their structural properties allow us to prove the following powerful lemma (Probability Recover Lemma) which plays a crucial role in our proofs. Note that we now have a very weak randomized reduction between the classes BH(3) and CO-BH(3). Due to our analysis, the reduction h appears to have lost a lot of success probability. However, since h was a nested reduction, we can recover some of this lost probability because proposition PI of the Probability Recovery Lemma is applicable and we actually have:
Even this reduction is not very powerful. In fact there exists a probability 1/2, <x -reduction from BL3 to CO-BL3, without any assumptions! However, we can still obtain our result because the reduction based on h has the potential for large amounts probability recovery from propositions P 2 and P 3 of the Probability Recovery Lemma.
As usual, by unfolding the definitions of BL3 and co-BL3 we obtain: Given any 5-tuple I = 
By unfolding the definitions of BL2 and CO-BL2 we obtain: 
Completeness under Randomized Reductions
Randomized reductions were introduced by Adleman and Manders [3] in order to show that certain number theoretic problems are intractable unless NP = RP. Subsequently, randomized reductions, such as the Valiant-Vazirani reduction I191 from SAT to USAT have been widely used in complexity theory.
The notion of a probability threshold was introduced in [13]. It was argued that for many complexity classes, there is probability threshold above which languages complete under randomized reductions inherit most of the hardness properties associated with the 5 : -complete languages. Below the probability threshold much simpler languages could also be complete under randomized reductions. For co-DP the threshold for 5% -completeness was shown to be 1/2 + l/poZy. For higher levels of the Boolean and Query Hierarchies, a range was provided for the threshold.
By obtaining tight bounds on the success probabilities of randomized reductions between classes in the Boolean and Query Hierarchies, we have determined the thresholds for these classes exactly. For instance, the threshoZd for BH(2k) 5% -completeness is 1 -l / k + l/poZy. Any language L which is Iff: -complete for BH(2k) with a probability above this threshold inherits the following hardness properties For every k 2 1, we exhibit a language in BH (2k) which is SE-complete with probability above the threshold. Let USAT denote the set of uniquely satisfiable boolean formulas. Define the languages BL2k-2 V USAT as
Lemma 7 For any k 2 1, the language BL2k-2 V USAT is 5% -complete for BH(2k) via a probability
DP. The 5% -reduction from BL2k to BL2k-2 VUSAT can be obtained by combining the S',p-reduction used in Lemma 1 with the probability 1/4n Valiant- 
Randomization and Bounded Query Functions
In view of the results presented earlier, a natural question to ask is whether similar results hold for functions computable using bounded queries to SAT. In this section we address this issue and provide strong evidence that this is not the case. We will only state our results in this version, the complete proofs can be found in [18] and will appear in the final version of this paper.
Definition [2][5]
PF;?; is the class of functions that can be computed by polynomial time oracle Turing machines that make at most k queries to SAT. If the machines are only allowed to query the oracle nonadaptively, then the corresponding class of functions is denoted by PF; ! Yt .
First we examine how much randomization can help if we want to save a query. The following result can be established trivially:
Lemma 9 Any function in PF;?; (PF; !Yt ) can be computed correctly with probability 1/2 + 1/2P(n) for some polynomial p , by a randomized machine which makes only k -1 adaptive (nonadaptive) queries.
In Lemma 9, k could be any function of the input.
Also, the randomized machine is allowed to output incorrect values for the function. We can prove the following theorem which suggests that this is the best that randomization can achieve.
Theorem 10 Let g be a function such that g(n) = U(1ogn) and let p be any polynomial. Then there is a function in PF;STtt which cannot be computed correctly with probability 1/2 + l/p(n), by any randomized polynomial time machine which makes at most g(n) -1 adaptive queries to any oracle, unless PH collapses to E : . found in [18] . As shown earlier, it is possible to reduce any language in BH(2k) to a language in CO-BH(2k) via a probability 1 -l / k 5% -reduction. The following theorem shows that the probability bound is almost optimal.
Theorem 11 Let L be any language in CO-BH(2k).
If BLzk 5% L with probability 1 -l / k + l/p(n), for some polynomial p , then the PH collapses to Cp.
We will need some definitions and lemmas before we can prove this theorem. The hypothesis of Theorem 11 implies that there exists a probability 1 -l / k + l/p(n) SE-reduction from BLzk to CO-BLzk. However, by applying Lemma 5 we obtain that there must exist a probability 1 -l/k+ l / p ( n ) nested Sx reduction from Notation Henceforth we will refer to this nested reduction from BLzk to co-BLzk as h. Let ~( n ) be the size of the random input to h and let q(m) be the size of 2k-tuples of strings in (0, l}m. Let z denote a randomly and uniformly chosen string of size r(q(m)) and let E denote l/p(q(m)).
To explain the importance of nested 5% -reductions we provide a rough overview of our proof: The proof is nonuniform; we consider every length. A random reduction between two complementary classes in the Boolean Hierarchy with the appropriate success probability may either result in an adverse structural consequence for the given length or induce a weaker randomized reduction between the two complementary classes one level below. This argument can be used recursively and terminates when one reaches the lowest level of the hierarchy.
If we start with an arbitrary reduction, then the probability loss while going down the hierarchy is so great that we need to start with a probability much above the bound (roughly 1 -l / e x p ( k ) + l/poZy instead of 1 -l / k + l/poly) in order to cause an adverse structural consequences at the lower levels of the hierarchy [13] . If we use a nested reduction then the structural properties of the reduction allows us to use the following lemma (The Probability Recovery Lemma) to recover some of the probability lost while going down the hierarchy. Also, at intermediate stages of our proof we deal with induced randomBLzk to CO-BLzk.
proceeds whereas the existing reductions between the classes don't. Thus, by using a nested reduction we don't need to start with very high success probability and we can in fact obtain tight bounds. The next lemma states that if BLzk 5% co-BLzk via h, then a maximal hard sequence for a given length m allows us to differentiate between the cases y E 1. 1 5 j 5 2 k -1.
and y E SAT, where y is a formula of length m.
lzjl = m.
3. " j E SAT. If BL2k <g L with probability 1 -l / k + l/p(n), for some polynomial p , then the P H collapses to Cf.
Proof: By Lemma 5 we know that BL2k 5% co-BL2k with probability 1 -l/k + l/p(n) via the nested 5% -reduction h. Thus Lemma 14 is applicable. Given h, let f be the advice function which on input 0" outputs the lexically smallest maximal hard sequence for length m.
We define an NP machine N which on input (F,a,y,a) 
